
 
 

SOFITEL LUXEMBOURG EUROPE 
 
 
 
Adress:     4 Rue du Fort Niedergrünewald 

Quartier Européen Nord/Kirchberg 
L-2226 Luxembourg 
 
Telephone : +352 43 77 61 
Fax : +352 42 50 91 

 
 
Reservation:     Telephone : +352 43 77 61 

 
 
Overview: The Sofitel Luxembourg Europe hotel first opened its doors in 1993. 
 
 
Location:  The Sofitel Luxembourg Europe proudly displays its avant-garde 

architecture in the midst of the European institutions and in the heart of 

the business district, just a few minutes from the centre of the Grand-

Duchy’s capital, near the airport and with easy access to major 

motorways. 

 
Directeur général:  Marie-Hélène Onursal 
 
 

Interior decoration:  Life at Sofitel Luxembourg Europe revolves around its stunning central 

elliptical atrium that floods the hotel with the varying light of the seasons. 

A grand and seductive meeting place offering comfortable nooks and 

seamless access to elegant guest rooms, business facilities, and 

restaurants. Absorb the energy and refinement of the atmosphere and 

delight in the harmonious melding of classicism and modernity. 

 

 
Rooms:  109 magnificent guest rooms include 5 Sofitel suites and 4 Prestige 

suites. Succumb to the irresistible appeal of luxurious, classic 

contemporary style expressed in bold yet soothing monochrome and bi-

chrome color schemes, rich textiles, and artistic details. Rooms providing 

a private haven to rest and relax, with fine French amenities and the 

incomparable MyBed to ensure a perfect night’s sleep Each room is air-

conditioned and is equipped with Wi-Fi connection, cable/satellite 

television, a safe and a minibar; naturally. 

 

Meetings:  Host your professional or social events in our 7 meeting and banquet 

rooms or our executive Boardmeeting, and allow our dedicated staff to 

attend to all the details, from audio visual support to the catering for 

themed breaks and meals. Energizing natural light in every room, plus 

classically refined décor. The large modern space Atrium is ideal for 

whole type of events organization. 
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Restaurant:     Two restaurants, two styles 

Within the atrium of the Sofitel Luxembourg Europe are the hotel’s two 

restaurants, each with its own style and personality. 

 
For a truly unforgettable dining experience, discover the award winning 

Ore e Argento, fine Italian gastronomy in an exquisite Venetian dining 

room. Golden lighting, stunning tableware, romantic sculpture in a 

beautiful Venetian-inspired setting. Enjoy an extensive menu of gourmet 

Italian cuisine complemented by wine from our outstanding cellar. 

Light-coloured wood, terracotta, green earthenware… Le Stübli offers 

you a delicious selection inspired by Luxembourg’s cuisine You will feel 

you have entered a mountain chalet—warm, welcoming, and instantly 

comforting. Delight in traditional cuisine from the Black Forest and 

Luxembourg countryside, piping hot and deliciously satisfying. Indulge in 

exquisite pastry and enjoy the woody atmosphere. 

 
 

Two special places to relax in 

Amateurs of cigars are bound to be thrilled to discover the excellent 

range of cigars proposed in the Havana Lounge. A unique and timeless 

ambiance of wood, leather and model ships. Large selection of fine 

Cognac and Rhum. 

The SixtyFour° bar offers a sweet and subdued atmosphere whose 

decor combines noble materials such as leather, wood and brass, 

combined with grey and golden colors which offer a natural effect when 

daylight filters through.  

The bar offers a fabulous selection of whisk(e)ys - 130 varieties in total - 

from the four corners of the world, particularly from Scotland, Ireland, the 

USA and Japan, as well as a wonderful selection of signature cocktails, 

wines and champagne. The SixtyFour° is ideal for a lunch break, an 

afternoon tea and pastries or the original range of "finger food" such as 

Scotland salmon marinated in Yuzu and Whisky or Harumaki with 

vegetables. 

Open daily from 10:00 to 01:00, the SixtyFour° allows one to spend an 

intense and particular time in a chic, contemporary and elegant setting. 

 
 
Services:  Concierge, fitness room, business center, dry cleaning and laundry 

service, underground parking, wireless internet. 
 
 

Tourist sites: Grand-Ducal Palace, Modern Art Museum, the Philharmonie, the Grand 

Théâtre. 
 
 
Seasonal events:  Christmas market, Summer in the City, Film Festival, ING Marathon. 
 
 



Nearest airport  :   Luxembourg – Findel International Airport 

The trip by taxicab to and from the airport costs between 25 
and 35 Euros. 
 
 

Press contact:  Sofitel Luxembourg Europe 

Dorothée Hengen  
Tel: +352 43 77 6-783  
DOROTHEE.HENGEN@SOFITEL.COM 


